CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 2014 HBDMB LEADERSHIP

Drum Majors
Megan Boyce
Connor MacDonald
Kayla Eidle

Field Major
Kyle Hansen

Color Guard Captain
Izzy Harman
Leah Butz
Jackie Bacik

Drum Captain
Justin Edgar-McNerney

Front Ensemble
Marina Seigel
Jack Blakley

Woodwind Captain
Savannah Richardson

Flute Section Leader
Bailey Whiffin

Clarinet Section Leader
Savannah Richardson
Kyle Hansen

Alto Sax Section Leader
Dylan DelGuidice

Low Wind/Low Brass Section Leader
Cindy Lopez
Eli Goldman

Brass Captain
Amy Schmelter

Trumpet Section Leader
Amy Schmelter
Nancy Fallon

Mellophone Section Leader
Bailey Riordan
Jason Moriera